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Main questions 

•  Is production made with the aid of (increasingly 
powerful) AI system a work? 

•  If so, who is author of AI-assisted production? 
•  Focus on EU copyright law 
•  Descriptive, not normative study 
 





EU concept of “work”: 
four basic requirements 

 

(1)   Production in the “literary, scientific or artistic domain” 
•  See art. 2(1) Berne Convention: non-exhaustive list of examples of ‘works’  

(2) Human intellectual effort 
•  Berne Convention and EU directives assume ‘flesh-and-blood’ author 

•  AG in CJEU Painer: “only human creations are protected”  

(3) Originality/creativity 
•  “The author’s own intellectual creation” à creative choices 

•  CJEU Football Dataco: invested “labour and skill” irrelevant 

•  CJEU Cofemel: no requirement of artistic or esthetic merit 

(4) Expression 
•  CJEU Levola Hengelo: creative choice(s) must be expressed with sufficient precision 



Can AI-assisted production qualify as 
a “work”? 

(1)  Production in the “literary, scientific or artistic domain”?   
•  YES – most AI-assisted productions stay within traditional domain of copyright  
 
(2) Human intellectual effort?  
•  YES – completely autonomous AI creator does not (yet) exist, some human effort required 
 
(3) Originality/creativity? 
•  DEPENDS – did human creator(s) make creative choices? 
•  NB: potential ”creativity” of AI system irrelevant! 
 
(4) Expression? 
•  YES – if creative choices are “expressed” in the AI-assisted production. 



“Creative choices” 
       CJEU Painer, Case C-145/10 (2011) 

 
•  a portrait photographer “can make free and creative choices in 

several ways and at various points in its production.  
•  In the preparation phase, the photographer can choose the 

background, the subject’s pose and the lighting.  
•  When taking a portrait photograph, he can choose the framing, 

the angle of view and the atmosphere created.  
•  Finally, when selecting the snapshot, the photographer may 

choose from a variety of developing techniques the one he 
wishes to adopt or, where appropriate, use computer software.” 



Role of humans in AI production 

Three phases of creativity: 

•  Conception: plan/design/specifications 
–  Choice of genre, style, technique, materials, medium, format, other specifications 
–  Choice of AI system/service, training data 
à Large role for human(s) 

•  Execution: draft version 
–  Writing, painting, composing, recording, coding 
à Limited role for human(s) 

•  Redaction: finalization 
–  Rewriting, editing, correction, formatting, framing, cropping, selection (!), other “post-production”  
à Variable role for human(s) 







Authorship of  AI-assisted Creations 
•  (No) ‘work’ à (no) ‘authorship’ 
•  Author of AI output is person(s) that engaged in creative choices, even 

if s/he did not execute work him/herself (“mastermind” rule) à user of 
the AI system 

•  AI developer will qualify as co-author of output only in (rare) case of 
concerted creative effort 
–  Not in case of general-purpose AI 

•  Absence of human authorship may be circumvented by false claims of 
authorship/copyright ownership  
–  BC, IPRED & Aw: person whose name “appear[s] on the work in 

the usual manner” is presumed to be  author’/copyright owner  and 
may sue for copyright infringement  

–  No legal requirement to reveal creative process 



AI and Neighbouring Rights 
 Neighbouring (‘related’) rights under EU law: 
•  Phonogram producers (recorded audio) 
•  Broadcasters (transmitted signals) 
•  Film producers (recorded video) 
•  Press publishers (press publications) 
•  Database producers (aggregated and structured data) 

Ø  No human authorship/effort required; rights directly attributed to entrepreneur (usually 
legal person) 

Ø  No threshold requirement, except database right: “substantial investment”  
à   “Authorless” AI output protected by related rights if in audio/video/database form 



Conclusions 

•  EU copyright law can generally deal with AI-
assisted productions, no reason for EU 
copyright reform 
– But harmonization of ‘authorship’ overdue 

•  Many “authorless” AI productions may find 
some protection in related rights 


